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Gender-equality and Gendered Language Analytics-GLA have been 
gaining attention since the 20th century. The existing literature covers 
the spatial-gender identity where a domestic space is considered fem-
inine, while public space is masculine. Some of the most notable GLA 
works include Linguistic Origins of gender equality and women’s rights 
(Lui, et al., 2018), The gendering of language: A comparison of gender 
equality in countries with gendered, neutral gender, and genderless lan-
guages (Peterson & Rodger, 1977) and Sexism in language and Talk-in 
interaction (Weatherall, 2015). This research applies GLA to kitchen 
adverts as a means of assessing the role written and visual language has 
played in the gender usage of the kitchen.
Methodology
In analysing kitchen adverts there are three scenes, the real kitchen, 
the written kitchen and the visual kitchen, where the written and visual 
kitchen are representations of the real kitchen. Since these three scenes 
are not of the same nature, they require different methods of analysis: 
• The first is the real kitchen. Here an empirical method of analysis is 
applied to contextualise the real kitchen.
• The second is the written kitchen. Here the method of Gendered Lan-
guage Analytics (GLA) is applied. In GLA each word is treated as 
separate and approached from various angles, before indicating what 
the implications of each word’s gendering has upon the sentence as a 
whole.
• The third is the visual kitchen which is analysed in a structuralist 
method by first translating the visual into written form. This allows 
key elements within the scene to come to the fore. 
Results
In the adverts from 1964, pseudo generics, lexical gender and gendered 
pronouns where regularly used. The adverts also rely heavily on creating 
other groups. This use of female orientated language reflects the 45 hours 
women spent in the kitchen per week compared to the 8 hours spent by 
men.
The adverts from 1982 used predominantly genderless language. This 
reflected the reduction of hours women spent in the kitchen per week 
from 45 hours in 1964 to 27 in 1982, whereas men saw a rise in the num-
ber of hours from 8 to 12. Both show a move towards a genderless kitch-
en space.
The adverts published in 2018 use predominately male gendered lan-
guage through predominantly the use of pseudo generics. This howev-
er doesn’t reflect the real kitchen where women spend 18 hours in the 
kitchen per week and men spend 14 hours per week.  
Conclusion
There are three clear stages of kitchen adverts: 
• That of the female gendered language that was common until the 
1980s
• The non-gendered language, common from the 1980s until the late 
2010s
• The male gendered language that has increased in popularity recently.
These three stages closely follow the trend in the gender usage of the 
kitchen, as such giving an indication that the kitchen space may be-
come a male dominated space in the future.
Where Next?
Architects should take their precedents from the empirical data. Yet this 
research has shown that adverts play a slow but active role in the chang-
ing of gender usage of the kitchen. Therefore architects need to be pre-
pared to respond to the simulacrum as well as the real. If the gender of 
clients is changing, design descisions focused around the kitchen will 
have to respond to this.
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